THE SECRET CHAPTERS TAKE TOP HONORS IN INTERIOR DESIGN

Koh Samui, June, 2018 – With close to 200 nominations from 7 Asian countries across 7 award
categories, The Library in Koh Samui is proud to receive top honors during the BCI Asia Interior
Design Awards (IDA) held in Bangkok on the 8th of June, 2018. The award was given to Ms. Tirawan
Songsawat, Project Manager of The Library, for her creative vision and inspired design of the
“Secret Chapters” – a 20-pool-villa expansion of the world-renowned beachfront property. The
independent panel of jurors from Hong Kong, Singapore and Thailand recognized the project as “an
aesthetically pleasing space that provides both freedom and privacy, like an island where one’s secret
can be concealed.” Focusing on the core concepts of space, privacy and mystery, the new pool villas
join The Library’s current gallery of suites and studios in providing outstanding leisure experiences to
guests through conceptually engaging design and warm Thai hospitality.

A Beautiful Sequel
The Library’s unique take on pool villas carries the design ethos the hotel is well-known for, but with
a more intimate approach. The 1-bedroom Secret Pool Villas form the crux of this new curation and
consist of 16 keys in total, each one carefully created to exude a sense of unmitigated luxury and
freedom. Perfectly suited for discerning couples and honeymooners, these are sprawling private spaces
with mysteries to uncover and secrets to make. The floor area is 220 square meters with a custommade 11-feet wide bed. Key features include a dedicated entertainment space, full dining area with
pantry, spacious Jacuzzi bathtub, 8-meter long saltwater swimming pool, oversized tandem rain
shower, him and hers walk-in closets and individual lavatories.

The 2-Bedroom Secret Pool Villa (2 keys), on the other hand, provides the exclusivity of a private
home with spacious comfort for hosting 2 couples traveling together, a small family or a group of
friends. Two ultra-premium villas will also be made available by Q3 2018. The Editor is a luxurious
villa geared towards the working creative, and The Writer is a singular, expansive unit featuring an
absolute beach frontage and access, dedicated living and dining spaces, a private library, outdoor
cinema and backyard gym, an upper floor terrace with spectacular views and an 8.5 x 7.5-meter
saltwater swimming pool.

New Heights of Luxury
Against the seductive backdrop of famous Chaweng Beach, The Library reads like an elegant
monograph – a design-centric hotel that invites one to sit with a book in quiet contemplation while
also weaving its own story of natural beauty and unmatched luxury. With its 46 studios, suites and
luxury pool villas, this minimalist resort cements its reputation as Koh Samui’s top boutique
accommodation.
www.thelibrarysamui.com
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